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Although you are a little older, it will definitely not be a big problem if you live for another ten years. 

We will get along well in the future. , we can still be friends for ten years, right? ” 

Steve didn’t know that charlie was recording the video. Hearing what he said, he felt a little better. 

He knew very well that since the handle was in charlie’s hands, would charlie Whether he will be 

exposed depends entirely on whether he is obedient. 

Now, his life is in his hands; 

In the future, his handle will also be in his hands. . 

It seems that there is no way to escape. 

However, Steve is no fool. 

He quickly understood the stakes. 

If he didn’t cooperate with charlie, charlie might let Hank kill him and his son now. 

Anyway, Hank has become his dog inexplicably, and if Hank kills someone, he will not bear any 

responsibility, and no one may even know about it. 

In contrast, when working with charlie, the situation is much clearer. 

At least, your life can be saved, right? 

Moreover, if I can really help charlie take away the Sifang Baozhu, then the status of the heir will be 

saved. 



If you keep your position as heir and outlast the old guy in the future, then you will be the patriarch of 

the Rothschild family. 

With so many benefits and a little bit of control in charlie’s hands, what does it mean? 

What’s more, this handle is in charlie’s hands, and it is not always easy to use. 

The best time to use it is before the old man is dead. 

As the crown prince, he has to walk on thin ice in everything. Once the clues are exposed, not only 

will the crown prince’s position be lost, but he will also be completely thrown into the cold palace. 

However, once the old man dies and he successfully succeeds to the throne, then this handle will 

only have a moral impact. 

By that time, even if charlie is exposed, the most he will do is be embarrassed and scolded, but the 

position of the head of the family has been firmly established, and being scolded will not matter. 

After thinking about this, he no longer hesitated, and immediately expressed his loyalty to charlie, 

“Mr. Wade, don’t worry, even if you risk my life, I will help you.” Bring the Sifang Baozhu back to 

China!” 

charlie was heartbroken and deliberately asked him, “Steve, I want to know, what could make you do 

such a righteous act of exterminating relatives?” 

“It’s justice!” 

Steve, who has a strong desire to survive, said without hesitation and justice, “Of course it is the 

justice in my heart that cannot be exchanged for a lot of money! Mr. Wade, I am a person with 

conscience! The Sifang Baozhuang was originally a national treasure of China, and it has been 

nearly two hundred years since the Rothschilds took it back from China! As a member of the 



Rothschild family, I feel deeply ashamed and uneasy about this. ! If I can do a little bit to help Sifang 

Baozhu return to China, then I can be considered worthy of my own conscience!” 

“Not bad, not bad!” charlie couldn’t help but admired. “Steve, I saw you right. You are indeed a 

breath of fresh air for the Rothschild family! If you can become the patriarch of the Rothschild family 

in the future, the Wade family will be your strategic partner!” 
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Steve has his own Xiao Jiujiu in his heart. 

If I can successfully inherit the position of head of the family in the future, I will never take a second-

rate family like the Wade family seriously. 

Although he is regarded as charlie’s prisoner now, once he gets through this difficulty and becomes 

the patriarch of the family, he will be something that even charlie can’t reach even if he sharpens his 

head. 

By then, will the Wade family be nothing?  

However, he naturally only dared to hide his thoughts in his heart and did not dare to say them out 

casually. 

So, he smiled and said to charlie, “With your words, Mr. Wade, our two families will definitely 

become each other’s most important partners in the future!” 



charlie also knew that Steve was just acting for the occasion, and as for himself, he even acted like 

him. The phone is still recording. The more pious he behaves, the greater the deterrent effect this 

video will have on him in the future. 

So, charlie couldn’t help but sigh, “I heard that your father Howard is over eighty years old this year, 

right?” 

Steve nodded and said, “My father is eighty years old this year.” Fourteen years old.” 

“Eighty-four?” charlie couldn’t help but sigh, “Eighty-four is a good age!” 

Steve asked curiously “Why did Mr. Wade say that?” 

charlie laughed casually and said, “Oh, haha, there is a saying in China that seventy-three and 

eighty-four are the two hurdles for the elderly. , which means that these two years will be relatively 

difficult, there will be more various disasters, and it will be easier to die. It is now the fourth quarter of 

this year. If you are lucky, your father may die this year.” 

“Oh, really?” Steve’s first reaction was that he was obviously interested. He couldn’t hide his smile 

and asked curiously, “Mr. Wade, is there any scientific basis for this statement?” With a bang, 

champagne was opened, followed by three glasses clinking together As he said that, he hurried to 

the wine cabinet and took out a bottle under the hazy moonlight outside the window. Champagne 

and a few glasses. Royce on the side He quickly said, “Yes! There is champagne! It’s in the wine 

cabinet. I’ll get it!” charlie said with some regret, “Oh, it would be great to have a glass of champagne 

to celebrate at this time.” After saying that, the two of them laughed out loud in unison. 

charlie waved his hand, “It’s just folk custom, there is no scientific basis, but for you, or for us, it is at 

least worth admiring for a while, don’t you think so?” charlie’s words just hit his heart, so he felt a 

little embarrassed and said faintly excitedly, “Then let’s borrow Mr. Wade’s good words!” In addition, 



due to the recent incident of the Sifang Baozhu, the old man has created a conspiracy about who will 

find it first and who will be the heir to the family. Steve naturally hopes that he will die soon. And the 

sooner the better. 

Steve felt that he and charlie had said everything they should and shouldn’t say, and there was no 

need to hide it anymore. In a big family like his, the crown prince should There is no one who doesn’t 

hope that his father will die soon, and Steve is no exception. 

The crisp sound of being together. 

After a glass of wine, Steve was obviously much more relaxed and happy. 

So, he began to take the initiative to care about Sifang Baozhuan’s affairs, and asked charlie, “Mr. 

Wade, you just said that Helena would come to Canada tonight. Is this possible?” ?” 

charlie smiled and said, “Of course it’s possible, I’ll make arrangements.” 

After that, charlie ended the video shooting and called Helena directly. Went to the phone. 

There is a six-hour time difference between Northern Europe and New York. 

We are in Northern Europe, which is further east, six hours earlier than New York. Although it is not 

yet dawn in New York, it is already morning in Northern Europe. 

Helena was sorting out her itinerary for the next few days with the royal housekeeper when she 

suddenly received a call from charlie, and she was immediately shaken up. 
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She couldn’t wait to push the housekeeper away, and then happily answered charlie’s call. Her voice 

was as exciting as a girl’s first love, and she said excitedly, “Hello, Mr. Wade!” ” charlie asked, “Is it 

possible to move the time forward? What?” “Yes.” Helena said, “It is a state visit arranged by the 

Nordic government. , in fact, there is nothing practical to talk about. The main thing is to show up 

and strengthen the interaction between the two countries at the level of people and public opinion.” 

charlie smiled and asked her, “By the way, I heard that you are going to visit Canada next week?” 

Helena said delicately, “I know Mr. Wade, I will only tell you this kind of thing.” charlie smiled and 

said, “You’d better not tell other people about this idea, otherwise People will say you are deviant.” 

“It’s more than just a forced marriage…” Helena complained, “Now they all want to kidnap a royal 

prince from another country and marry me. What they are most worried about is that the royal 

bloodline cannot be passed on, but I don’t care. If there is really no one to succeed to the throne, just 

let the Nordic parliaments directly cancel the constitutional monarchy after my death.” charlie asked 

curiously, “The Queen is also forced to marry by the royal family?” Helena sighed and said 

helplessly, “Mr. Wade, you don’t know something. Even though I am already the queen, there are 

many Things also have to follow royal traditions. They are like members of Congress, asking all 

kinds of trivial questions every day. They care about what I wear, what I eat, who I meet and what I 

say. The most annoying thing is that they also care about what I wear and what I eat. My marriage 

problem is constantly nagging in my ears every day, and it’s really annoying to death.” charlie asked 

curiously “You are already the queen, who of them dares to nag you nonsense?” ” It’s pretty good.” 

Helena said without hesitation, “Everything is fine, except that the royal family is a bit annoying when 

they nag them every day, but these are just small things.” 

When charlie heard Helena’s somewhat excited voice, he couldn’t help but feel a ripple deep in his 

heart. He smiled and asked, “Helena, how are you doing recently?” 

Advance? Helena asked curiously, “Why does Mr. Wade ask that?” Are you going to Canada soon? 

“ 



charlie didn’t hide it from her, and said directly, “I encountered a little trouble in the United States and 

need to return to China via Canada. If you can come to Canada as soon as possible, I will Can get 

away. “ 

When Helena heard this, she said without hesitation, “Sir, don’t worry, I will try my best to leave for 

Canada as soon as possible, the sooner the better.” “ 

As she said that, she looked at the time and said, “Mr. Wade, please wait a moment. I’ll go confirm 

with them.” ”  

Generally speaking, visits at the diplomatic level are strictly scheduled. After all, it involves the time 

schedules of both parties and Due to security preparations and other issues, it is not easy to change 

the time. 

However, Helena’s current situation is quite special. 

Although she is treated as a national monarch , but in fact, it is mainly about his identity as the 

number one mascot in Northern Europe. 

In addition, he is not here to talk about anything important. He is mainly here to show his face, take a 

look around and give some advice to the people. Both parties have gained some goodwill, so it will 

not take up too much time and energy of Canada’s top management, and the deployment will not be 

so troublesome. 

Moreover, Helena’s visit to Canada this time can be regarded as Canada’s first visit. The person 

who was invited in a hurry also respected her personal wishes even for the itinerary and route, so 

she had much greater initiative in this matter. 

The reason why Helena has Such a big initiative is mainly because she has several great 

advantages. 



The first advantage is that she is so good-looking. Looking at the entire European royal family, no 

one can match her, even if She is the most beautiful goddess in Hollywood in history, and she is not 

inferior to anyone else; 

The second advantage is that she is young and positive, with a healthy and sunny temperament. 

Looking at the circles of celebrities in Europe and the United States, who doesn’t have a dark 

history? 

Those who have taken drugs, had affairs, been promiscuous, beaten others, and been in jail Even 

those who have been in the underworld, I dare not say that the entire European and American upper 

class is a nest of snakes and rats, but at least they are all five poisons. 

But Helena is different. 
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She was born into a royal family and received an aristocratic education when 
she was young. When others reached the rebellious age and began to abuse 
her, her parents passed away one after another, so she had to be cautious in 
order to survive in the cruel world. Strive for a limited living space in the royal 
family. 

This means that she has never even gone through the rebellious period. 

When other princesses were in the rebellious period, She was in love, going 
to nightclubs, smoking cigarettes and even having some marijuana, but 
Helena was the only one who had not contracted any sexual habits, and she 
was still perfect even to this day. 

Such an impeccable beauty The energy image can even withstand the 
scrutiny of those pedantic defenders. 



Such girls are very rare not to mention in the royal family, even in the upper 
class society in Europe and America, so Helena is deeply loved by everyone. 
Liked by fans of all ages. 

 It goes without saying that young people like her, middle-aged and elderly 
people also like her. They think that if they have a daughter, they should be as 
generous, flawless and self-improving as she is. Needless to say, those 
children like her. , every child has the fairy tale dream of a prince and 
princess. It is more realistic to like Helena than Princess Elsa. Moreover, if 
children like Helena, they will also be greatly recognized by their parents. I 
think this is what is happening in today’s society. The most positive and likable 
idol. 

It can be said that Helena’s ability to stack buffs is no less than that of a 
transvestite gay in the United States who is from a minority of color, has 
gender cognitive impairment, is extremely passionate about environmental 
protection, and advocates vegetarianism. super influence. 

And it is precisely because of the continuous accumulation of these buffs on 
her that Helena is extremely popular in the eyes of ordinary people. 

In today’s online world, eight of the ten Internet celebrities with the highest 
traffic volume already account for monsters, ghosts, ghosts, and monsters. 
Having Helena as a clear stream among the clean streams is simply a 
blessing to the whole world. . 

Therefore, Helena has long been a top celebrity in the world, so European 
and American countries are eager to invite her to interact with her in their own 
countries. 

To put it bluntly, it is just to take advantage of her traffic and popularity. 

Her visit to Canada was only due to several invitations and schedules from the 
Canadian government. 

In order to allow Helena to come to Canada, the Canadian government even 
quietly introduced preferential trade policies for Northern Europe, which can 
be regarded as full of sincerity. 

Since Canada is rushing to invite, Helena will have more initiative in 
temporarily adjusting the time. 



Even though it was dark in Canada at this time, the officials who were 
specifically responsible for Helena’s visit to Canada urgently reported the 
matter to the Supreme Court after receiving the short notice from the royal 
family. layer. 

Helena did not explicitly say that she would come to Canada in advance. She 
just told the Canadian side that she had some minor problems in her physical 
examination. The royal doctor arranged for her to receive treatment next 
week, and then gave her Canada has a choice, either come early, or 
postpone it until next year. 

The Canadian side was naturally unwilling to miss this good opportunity to 
gain traffic and gain favor, so after a short discussion, they immediately 
agreed to Helena’s request to change the time. 

So, Helena immediately called charlie back. As soon as the call came 
through, she excitedly said to charlie, “Mr. Wade, I have communicated with 
the Canadian government and they agreed. My request to visit in advance will 
be announced to the outside world at the same time as the Canadian 
government at seven o’clock in the morning local time in Canada in three 
hours!” 

charlie was overjoyed, He quickly asked her, “When will you leave for 
Canada?” 

Helena said excitedly, “I have already asked the crew to prepare, and the 
royal family and diplomatic people are still making relevant preparations. The 
fastest four days We can take off in an hour!” 

charlie breathed a sigh of relief and thanked him, “Thank you Helena, you 
really helped me a lot this time!” 

 


